
SAN DIEGO MARDI GRAS CASE STUDY
THE ANNUAL SAN DIEGO MARDI GRAS

The Mardi Gras Celebration and Parade is the largest 
Big Easy parade on the west coast. The sixteen blocks 
within the venue takes over all of 5th Avenue from 
Broadway to Harbor and featured 5 stages along and 
adjacent to 5th Avenue.
It is estimated that about 15,000 people attended the 
event.

SAN DIEGO FIRE DEPARTMENT

The Southern California Metropolitan Fire- Rescue 
Department (SCMFD) is responsible for providing 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) for the Mardi Gras..

OBJECTIVES

The SCMFD has been looking for a solution that would 
provide the following capabilities:

1. To more accurately and precisely determine personnel position location information.

2. Understand the utility of two-way text messaging as an addition to current radio 
communications.

3. Determine the potential for downstream integration with CAD/Dispatch, and for 
collaboration between different command and control groups (utilizing a Common-
Operating-Picture concept).

4. Evaluate the utility of picture/video upload from the field.

5. Determine the need for potential integration of additional map information (road 
closures, egress, access, etc.)

6. Determine the need and feasibility of integrating customer’s Google Earth placement 
file (.KMZ file) to visualize multiple points of interest and fixture representations.

7. Test battery life and usability of smartphones for tracking.

8. Determine feasibility of cellular networks use in large crowd situations.

9. Investigate use of wearable technology (smartwatches) for Hands-Free, Heads-Up 
situations. 
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Contact us for more information or to request a trial. 

THE COMMANDWEAR SOLUTION
CommandWear is a simple-to-use, mobile, scalable and 
affordable web-based solution that integrates smart 
phones, tablets, wearables, and secure networks to improve 
situational awareness for emergency responders who must 
keep their eyes, ears and hands on the job at all times.

Designed by first responders and field tested by public 
safety agencies during major events and emergencies, 
CommandWear provides the following.

HANDS-FREE AND HEADS-UP COMMUNICATIONS

CommandWear allows two-way messaging, including 
emergency alerts, between first responders and their 
Command through simple one touch operation on smartphones and smartwatches.

REAL-TIME PERSONNEL LOCATION TRACKING
GPS locations of field personnel are tracked, shared and updated based on a user-defined 
frequency. Users are notified of loss-of-GPS-signal. GPS can be enabled remotely or on the 
smartphone.

INTEGRATED AND SECURE PICTURE/VIDEO SHARING
Using CommandWear’s smartphone app, first responders can quickly and easily capture 
photos and record video and upload them with explanatory notes to Command with a single 
click.

HISTORICAL LOGGING AND EVENT REPLAY
Every location update, message, acknowledgement, picture and video shared between field 
personnel is time-stamped, geo-tagged and logged for easy access and replay. Logging 
occurs even when networks are down and data is auto-synchronized when a network 
connection is restored

SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
Data captured and communicated within the CommandWear system is encrypted. All data 
communications during the pilot were over the cellular network but CommandWear provides 
options to utilize 700 MHz Band 14 PSBN if desired.
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Contact us for more information or to request a trial. 

THE EVENT
CommandWear supplied a “6 Pack”, its pre-packaged situational awareness solution, which 
contained 10 user licenses, 6 smartwatches and 6 pre-configured smartphones with data and 
voice plans for 6 responders that would be tracked. The “6 Pack” is a small, easily shippable 
package of devices that are rented by customers for testing purposes. In SCMFD’s pilot, 6 
smartphones were acquired from local carriers for the event. CommandWear’s Communicator 
smartphone app was downloaded and installed on the smartphones and connected (via 
Bluetooth) to the Pebble Steel ruggedized smartwatches supplied by CommandWear. Each 
setup required about 5 minutes of time per user. SCMFD installed the software themselves on 
some additional personal smartphones.

SETUP

The SCMFD was located in the Incident Command Post 
(ICP) at the Hilton Hotel in the historical Gaslamp Quarter. 
Three screens were set up across the front of the ICP. One 
screen displayed CommandWear’s Commander web-
based situational awareness app and the other two were 
used for live camera feeds from the street. Dispatch used 
a laptop running their CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) 
system to monitor calls.

The police were also present in the room with a separate projector.

TRAINING
Training was very simple and quick. The teams were 
brought into a room after the event briefing. Each was 
handed a smartphone and smartwatch pair and then a 2 
minute briefing was provided to describe the following 
functionality:

• Send a message from the Commander web app on a 
tablet (or laptop/desktop).

• Notification of message by smartwatch vibration on the wrist.
• Acknowledge text message by pressing a button on a smartphone.
• Acknowledge a message on the smartwatch by pressing a single button (works with 

gloves on).

USERS
San Diego Fire Department used a combination of 
ambulances, foot patrol and an innovative electric 
scooter. The chart shows the personnel that were 
tracked. Several observers were also logged in.
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Call Sign Description #Personnel

MOD 1 Electric Scooter 2

MOD 2 Electric Scooter 2

M71 Ambulance 2

BLS 1 Ambulance 2

BLS 2 Ambulance 2

ND1 Night Prevention 1
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KEY FINDINGS
Thankfully, the Mardi Gras event ran without any major incident. There were approximately 
15,000 people in attendance. It was considered a great success on many levels, including use 
of CommandWear to improve command and control and communications.

“At some of these (major event) sites, I can’t even hear the radio. Having 
that interface with the wrist device is huge”

- EMS

• Location tracking with smartphones was accurate and simple to understand and use.
• Responders found receiving messages ‘at a glance on the wrist’ and answering 

messages with a single click on the watch allowed them to stay more Heads-up 
and Hands-Free than fumbling for a smartphone (and seen as convenient for covert 
operations).

• Battery life on phones and watches was not an issue for location tracking and 
messaging. Newer smartphones used primarily for GPS tracking and messaging can 
expect 20+ hours of use while smartphones used for GPS tracking and messaging with 
reasonably heavy voice and text can expect 12-14 hours of use. Pebble smartwatch 
batteries easily run longer than a 12 hour shift and typically last several days without a 
charge.

• CommandWear reduces radio traffic (fewer location identification calls).
• CommandWear speeds time to dispatch (dispatch knows who is closest to the 

incident).

“With CommandWear we had reliable, accurate locations of all our people for 
the first time, whether they were on foot, in an ambulance or on an electric 
scooter. It cut down on radio chatter, but more importantly, it reduced the 
time to respond because we could see where everyone was. This saved us 
anywhere from 10 to 30 seconds versus trying to do a radio check-in.”

- EMS

CONTACT INFORMATION
CommandWear continues to use field tests to validate, learn, enhance, certify and socialize 
new mobile and wearable technology and applications with public safety and security 
organizations.

We are happy to share learnings and engage with organizations interested in testing our 
solutions - just get in touch with us at +1.778.328.3884 or Sign-up at www.commandwear.com 
to receive Case Studies or product updates.
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